
BEHOLD, THE BEEF ORACLE ARISES 
 
The Crop Circle appeared on 06/08/14 in Australia with an image of the Solar System and the 
inscription "THE BEEF ORACLE IS COMING": 
 

 
 

The orbit locations of SS planets in the CCA give the date of BEEF ORACLE appearance: 
06/06/16 

 
From the Bhagavad-Gita texts it is known that a Bull symbolizing a one world religion reigned in 
the world before the Kali Yuga started. 
 

 
 
The sculptures of winged bulls with human heads are kept in famous museums around the world. 
 
A heart with four vessels is located within the center of the CCA emphasizing the idea of four 
streams of people whose Spiritual Essences cross the solar system in four directions. 
Incarnated in human bodies SEss have to figure out which (of four) stream they need to join and 
where they should departure from transit for them ||World of the Earth. 

The time our SEss have been given to self-identification is ending. 



A Division of Mankind is scheduled for: 30 September – 4 October 2016 
This date was found encrypted within the California Crop Circle that appeared 12/30/13: 

 

 
 
Six dates are marked on the circle of the CCC, five dates are already in past, first three dates are: 
1) 03/07-08/14 – MH370 disappearance. 
2) 07/17/14 – MH17 destruction. 
3) 11/11/14 – Abduction of the Ark of Covenant kept in Ethiopia.     http://esocenter.ru/_fr/13/_-_2016.pdf 

The decoding process of the dates (and 4 & 5 date’s events) is described in an article on the link above. 
 
Within the center of the CCC is a task encoded in Braille. An instant death waiting earthlings for 
not knowing an answer to it in the Exam of Division (as it was in Sphinx’s time): 
      _________  

|192  192| 
       |2  192  1|   

|192  192| 
 
Mature earthlings should enter missing values in the empty squares to the left and right of the 
screen, to demonstrate knowledge of a parallax of the || World, where their SEss are now. 
 
Transfer to highest ||Worlds (with parallaxes –/+12||+/–12) is waiting those who know solution of 
the task. 144,000 redeemed from the earth will be resettled to origins of four streams – the Eden. 
 

***     *** 
It is obvious that modern civilization (fifth human’ race) has reached a turning milestone of 
development marked by many prophets and clairvoyants after which era of sixth race begins: 
a) the term of the last president (either black or woman) of USA ends this fall; 
b) the last Pope occupies the Roman throne during the rule of whom a Judgment takes place; 
c) the stricken in years Dalai Lama said that this is his last reincarnation. 
Most likely, the Exam/Judgment period would be akin to the days of the Egyptian darkness. 
Again, as in the days of the Exodus the planet's population will change dramatically. 
Strategic advantage will get the country a popularly prepare for the exam. 
 

********* 
There is enough time to get an answer on the task by sending a request to beef.oracle@mail.ru; in 
addition some seekers may be introduced with an address of Eden. 



Since 06/06/16 – the day of spreading this information – 116 days were left till 
EXAM/JUDGMENT 

 
06/08/16 on the same day two years after the CCA appearance the Crop Circle emerged in Italy: 

 

 
 

The new CCI with its geometrical figures confirms the arising of BEEF ORACLE 06/06/16 
 
It is worth noting that the abbreviation BEEF has nothing to do with either beef or bull. After 
getting acquainted with the article given in the above link (pg.2), a reader will find that two EE 
mean two empty squares on both sides of the screen with the task in the middle of the CCC. 
B – means a view from the back of the screen, F – from the front. 
 

Thus, with the CC from Australia, earthlings have been warned of arising 
the ORACLE of the TASK on the SCREEN in the CC from California, 

which was vindicated by CC from Italy. 
 
There are few articles written by him (MAVr) and translated in English: 
The Book of Seven Seals: http://planeta.moy.su/_fr/4/The_Seven_Seals.pdf 
The Book of Elements: http://esocenter.ru/_fr/13/2350751.pdf 
Tablets of Moses: http://esocenter.ru/_fr/13/Tablets_of_Mose.pdf 
 
More articles are available in Russian: 
Книга за Семью Печатями: http://planeta.moy.su/_fr/4/5570514.pdf 
Медитация Трейи: http://esocenter.ru/_fr/13/6753663.pdf 
Последнее Желание Чёрта: http://esocenter.ru/_fr/13/__.pdf 
КНИГА Стихий: http://esocenter.ru/_fr/13/_-2.pdf 
Скрижали Моисея: http://esocenter.ru/_fr/13/4888867.pdf 
Убить Демиурга: http://esocenter.ru/_fr/13/6870828.pdf 
История Боба: http://esocenter.ru/_fr/13/1301250.pdf 
Отчёт о ликвидации опасности ISON: the link was given on pg.2  
Возвращение в Эдем: http://esocenter.ru/_fr/13/5617818.pdf 
 
Surviving of the Exam will witness the triumphant march of the new science based on the 
materials listed above. Using previously unimaginable technology, people will be able to move 
freely in the space and ||Worlds, perhaps some of them will become Time Travelers. 

 


